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Abstract

This report covers a project funded by the Warwick Lord Rootes Memorial Fund,
which enabled four students to conduct a climbing expedition to South East Asia and
China. The aim of the project was not only for Conor, Stuart, Elliot and Urša to push
their climbing grades, but also to promote climbing in these areas and thus
encourage fellow students to conduct a similar trip.

The execution of the project takes the four students from the Bear Rock bouldering
wall at Warwick, to Fontainebleau in France for last-minute training and then to
southern Thailand, Northern Vietnam, Yangshuo in Guangxi, southern China, and
finally to the awe-inspiring Great Arch in Getu Valley, China.
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Glossary

Trad climb A climb with all natural protection

Sport climb A climb with bolted protection

Onsight Climb, with no prior knowledge of the route, a route from
beginning to end with no falls

Flash Climb, on first attempt, a route from beginning to end with
no falls

Redpoint Climb a route from beginning to end with no falls, after
having rehearsed the movements

Sloper A sloping hold with very little positive surface

Crimper A small edge

Jug (plural: Juggy) A large, in-cut, very easy hold

Pump (past: Pumpy) Lactic acid build up (in climbing usually in forearms)
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Introduction

History & Background

Rock climbing is a sport that has existed since the end of the 19th century and has
been developing rapidly ever since. It has evolved gradually from an alpine necessity
to an athletic sport in its own right. As rock climbing has developed, a variety of
grading systems have been created in order to accurately compare the relative
difficulties of climbs. Over the years both the climbing techniques and the

equipment used have developed to advance the sport in a steady fashion.   The
worlds most talented climbers are perpetually raising the bar on what can be
accomplished on rock. In October 2012 Czech climber Adam Ondra established the
world’s most difficult (sport) route: “The Change,” a 9b+ situated in Hanshelleren
Cave, in the Flatanger area of Norway. Debatably just as notable is the ascent of
Corazón de Ensueño by Dani Andrada which has 8 pitches of up to 8c climbing,
redefining the grade of sport multi-pitch climbing (previously set at 8b in Sardinia).

PETZL, one of the leading suppliers of climbing and mountaineering gear, launches
an annual event called Petzl RocTrip with the aim to gather the best climbers in
different exceptional climbing sites around the world and to promote climbing in
those locations. In 2011 the event was held in Getu Valley in China, where numerous
new routes (including Corazón de Ensueño) were bolted with the goal to help
develop climbing in this region of the world.

Since then, the Chinese authorities have been cooperating closely with the Petzl
team, which returned to China in the summer of 2012. The aim was to explore and
develop new areas in order to attract Western climbers to China.

Aims

The main aims of this expedition are not only to improve our climbing skills, but to
redpoint our hardest personal routes and to explore the incredible new climbing
areas which have recently been developed. In our presentation at Warwick after the
trip, we hope to inspire involvement and increase participation in rock climbing, and
through the writing of the final report we hope to make Asia more accessible for
others.

Objectives

 Help promote sport climbing in China

 Increase accessibility of sports climbing in China

 Redpoint hardest personal routes

 Gain experience on a multitude of rock types

 Experience a variety of cultures

Planning

Most of the planning was done while on weekend trips to the peak district. In
December 2012, inspired by films such as Dosage 3 and the Petzl Rock Trip, we
decided that we would like to follow in the footsteps of some of the greats in
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climbing. We had soon bought plane tickets and were looking through guidebooks as
to where we wanted to go.

As you will guess on reading this report, there was a fair amount of flexibility to our
plans, although major flights were booked ahead. This meant that we were flexible
to weather changes throughout the trip and led to a more successful trip.

Training

To successfully prepare for a sport climbing trip training both in strength and power
as well as in endurance and technique are necessary. The best way to train in
endurance and technique in opinion to climb on real rock as much as possible,
therefore our training prior to the trip focused mostly on strength and power.

Fingerboard Training

Conor, Stuart, and Elliot would meet multiple times a week to train on a wooden
board hung above a doorframe known as a “beast-maker”. The board has several
holds on it designed to recreate the type of position a climber’s hand would be on
the rock, so that they can work the muscles and tendons in as similar way as possible
to the real experience.

In order to simulate real climbing we hung off the small holds for seven seconds,
followed by three seconds of rest. This would be repeated six times for each hand
position. This was repeated on six different types of holds to try to prepare more
grip types.

On finishing this forearm training we used tabata interval training in order to
strengthen key core muscles. With long overhung climbs a strong core is essential to
keep your feet on the wall. This was endurance based with a 2:1 ratio of work to
rest.

Trip to Fontainebleau, France (4th- 11th June)

Introduction

The region around Fontainebleau, located about 50 kilometres southeast of Paris, is
particularly famous for its concentrated bouldering areas. French alpinists have
practiced bouldering there since 19th century as a form of training for alpine ascents.
Today, it still remains a prime climbing location and the biggest and most developed
bouldering area in the world.

Climbing

Because we were worried about the potential heat, we were planning to go to
Fontainebleau right after our exams had been finished. Urša, Elliot and Stuart all
finished exams in the beginning of June, but Conor’s exams did not finish until late
June, therefore he had to skip the trip.

We left the UK early in the morning on Tuesday 4th June. Because there were five of
us, we had to take two cars. Even though both cars were relatively big, the amount
of camping and climbing gear (bouldering mats) we were taking with us forced us to
play “Tetris” with our bags and caused the person sitting in the back some nasty leg
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cramps. We took the ferry from Dover to Calais and, drove to Paris before reaching
Fontainebleau in the afternoon. We estimated that the drive was going to take us 7-
8 hours, but because of traffic jams in Paris we needed almost 10 hours to reach our
destination.

We were camping at a campsite called “Les Pres” just south of Font and were driving
to the bouldering sectors every day.

Unfortunately, it turned out that our predictions about the heat turned out to be
correct. On the first few days it was unbearably hot, which meant that the friction on
the rock was terrible. Fontainebleau’s sandstone boulders are known for their
slopers, which you are only able to hold if it is cold enough for sufficient friction.
Because of these weather conditions we were forced to climb only in the shady
areas on the first few days.

The first sector that we visited was Bas Cuvier. This area is right off the highway and
it is home to some of the oldest climbs in the forest. All the boulders are located very
close to each other and are above nice soft sand landings. This sector is where the
famous boulder problem “La Marie Rose” is situated. It was established in the 1940s
as the first 6A in Font. For the grade, it is very difficult to say the least. We all
wanted to try it, but because the boulder was in direct sun, we were forced to
abolish our plans and only climb in the shade.

Figure 1 – Resting in the shade at Bas Cuvier

On the second day we went to a sector called le Petit Bois, a relatively new sector
hidden in a thick forest close to a little town Nemours. Even though the
temperatures were in the thirties, the tree canopies provided enough shade for us to
climb there the whole day. Urša and Stuart tried a classic problem called “La Baleine”
(the Whale) graded 7a, but none of them was able to top it, so we collectively
decided to try some easier problems instead.

During the next few days the weather cooled down, and we were able to go to the
non-shady sectors including Roche aux Sabots, Gorges d’Apremont, and the
Elephant.
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Figure 2 – "Le Chien" one of Font's most famous boulders, Roche aux Sabots

Especially the Elephant sector was very interesting. There are many boulders
covered in “elephant skin” and because of this special feature of the rock, almost
every problem is fun to climb.

Figure 3 – The famous "Elephant" boulder

A particularly fun problem that we climbed was a highball problem graded 6b. Even
though bouldering differs from sport climbing in the sense that there is usually no
fear factor, this problem proved that sometimes one also needs a bit of courage
even when bouldering. After initial hesitation we gathered the courage and we all
climbed the problem. The feeling of being at the top was amazing!
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Figure 4 – Urša at the top of the highball problem

Even though we were not able to climb as much as we wanted to because of the hot
weather, the trip was still a good enough strength and power training before the
main trip to Asia. Every morning we woke up feeling soreness in our backs and
forearms, which was a good-enough indication that our body was getting stronger.

Figure 5 – Elliot topping out on a 6b boulder problem at "the Elephant" sector

After coming back from Font, we still had about a month before we left for Asia. We
used the time for some individual training both in the gyms and if the weather
allowed, outdoors.
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Expedition

The trip consisted of 4 climbing regions: first we visited Phra Nang Peninsula,
Thailand; then flew across to Ha Long Bay, Vietnam; then got the train to Yangshuo,
China; which then lead to a bus trip to Getu Valley, China. At each of these regions
we visited multiple crags (climbing cliffs). Although the rock type for all of these
regions was limestone there have been different erosion and formation in each of
the areas, which means the climbing in each of the areas had very different
characteristics.

Figure 6 – A map of all the areas visited. A) Chong Phli and the Phra Nang Peninsula, Thailand B) Ha Long Bay,
Vietnam C) Yangshuo, China D) Getu, China

A

B

C

D
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Tonsai, Thailand

Introduction

We all arrived in Bangkok on the 24th of July. The flights we got in all arrived at
Suvarnabhumi Airport, and the cheap flights to Krabi were from Don Mueang
International Airport. Unfortunately both are abbreviated to ‘Bangkok Airport’ on
some websites. As Urša and Stuart only had a 2 hour gap between flights, this meant
a rush across Bangkok between airports. Luckily there was a free and easy bus
service between the two airports which meant the transfer was remarkably smooth.
Urša and Stuart then spent the night in Krabi before getting the bus down to Chong
Phli (Spirit Mountain). Elliot and Conor spent the evening in Bangkok waiting for
James (who was joining us for the first 5 weeks of the trip) and the three of them
flew to Krabi the next morning.

The first week was spent at Chong Phli (Spirit Mountain), with daily trips on the
mopeds to Ao Nang. The next three weeks were spent on the Phra Nang Peninsula
(Tonsai). The return trip to Bangkok was also done by getting the local bus to Krabi
and a flight to Bangkok Don Mueang.

Figure 7 – A map of the main climbing areas around Phra Nang Peninsula
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Ao Nang
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Climbing

25th – 30th July – Chong Phli (Spirit Mountain)

After spending a night in Krabi, Urša and Stuart went in search of accommodation for
the coming week. As a group we had heard of a newly developed climbing area
called Spirit Mountain. Conor got in contact with some of the climbers who had
helped develop the area and they mentioned some accommodation near the crag.
Little did we know that the accommodation was but a stone’s throw from the tower!

The directions to the area were somewhat vague, and neither of us speaking any
Thai made finding the area more difficult. We easily got a local bus to Chong Phli,
and then started the 20 min walk to Spirit Mountain. Both carrying a bag front and
back, and on the hottest, most humid day I have ever experienced (Stuart) we
fortunately met a local who pointed us in about the right direction.

The accommodation was in a palm and mangosteen orchard with the monkeys
running through the area and climbing the vines to the top of Spirit Mountain like
clockwork, at 3 every day.

Figure 8 – The accommodation at Spirit Mountain
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Figure 9 – The view opposite the bungalows – but a stone (or mangosteen’s) throw from the bungalows

The climbing here varies from 10m 6a’s to 40m unclimbed 8a’s. For us this was the
start of the trip so we decided to try and get the climbing miles in on easier routes.
For Stuart this was the first introduction to long sport climbing (having only done
bouldering and trad climbing before). For him this was a steep learning curve, having
to learn to grip the holds less hard and so maintaining the grip strength to not fall
half way up most of the routes!
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Figure 8 shows Elliot climbing a quirky 6c opposite the bungalows. Starting up a tree
and followed by a no hands rest in a cave proceeded by another steep roof, this was
an exciting route. The excitement grew when, near the top of the route, Elliot was
attacked by wasps from a nest on-route. This lead to a quick descent and the route
having to be re-climbed in the evening on a cooler day (fewer wasps) to remove the
quickdraws!

Figure 10 –Climbing at Spirit Mountain (the tufas up the centre make for a great 6a!)
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After a few days of getting daily lifts to Ao Nang on the back of the bungalow
owner’s truck, we decided to get mopeds. We got 3 mopeds between 5 of us, and
the cost of these was so low that it was the same price per day as getting taxi’s and
busses between the areas. This also greatly increased our flexibility. Due to the heat
the climbing day usually consisted of climbing in the morning while it was still cool,
then spending from late afternoon chilling on the beach, getting massages, and
eating great food in Ao Nang.

At the end of our time here we did a shuttle on the mopeds to get the bags to the
main road, where we met a nice local who gave two of us and the bags a free lift into
town! We spent the night at a place called Sea World, ready to travel around to
Tonsai the next day.

Figure 11 – Sad to be leaving Spirit Mountain
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30th July- 12 August – Tonsai

From Ao Nang you can buy tickets to take a long tail boat around Ao Nang tower, to
Tonsai and Railay beach. Before 1987 the peninsula was only used as a remote
sheltered site for passing fishermen, but now it is one of the main climbing areas in
Thailand.

Figure 12 – A long tail boat making its way to the peninsula

The peninsula gets its name from Princess Nang who, in local folk law, was
shipwrecked on the peninsula thousands of years ago. There were two families of
fish folk in the area - one on Koh Phi Phi, and the other on the peninsula. The family
prayed to the sea spirit Phaya Nayk for a child, who granted them their wish so long
as she married him when of age. She was given the name Nang. She became friends
with the other family’s child, called Boon, and when of age they got married. Phaya
Nayk returned and punished everyone for going against their word. When they
would not quieten down Phaya Nayk turned them all to stone, and Boon was
banished to Kho Phi Phi and the princess to the peninsula. Princess cave on Phra
Nang Beach became her bedroom, and this is now a shrine for fertility.
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Figure 13 – The climbing on Phra Nang Beach with a view of the Princess Cave

Figure 14 – A map of Phra Nang Peninsula
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When we arrived at Tonsai beach it started raining. We ran for the nearest shelter,
Mambo Bungalows, and ended up staying in the huts here for most of our time in
Tonsai.

Most of the bars and restaurants are along the sea front. This means you can sit
down and admire the stunning views from pretty much any bar. Due to the relaxed
nature of everyone in Tonsai, the sitting usually means lying, and a few minutes
normally means a few hours.

Though the rainy trend persisted through our time at Tonsai the overhanging nature
of the walls means that we often got climbing in at areas such as Wild Kingdom. This
stood us in good stead for the days that weren’t wet as the overhung walls were
long, pumpy hard routes which quickly built endurance!

Figure 15 – A view from Thaiwand Wall

Perhaps one of the most well-known and over-climbed routes (for good reason!) on
Tonsai is a route called Humanality. The route starts from a bar, and you climb up
though a series of tufa’s on a long overhanging wall. This immediately caught the
attention of Elliot and Conor, with it towering above the beach. So near the start of
our trip the two of them climbed this impressive line, abseiling back into the bar late
in the afternoon. Later in the trip Urša took James up the same route (his first
multipitch). Both teams rated the route among the top climbs of their lives and had a
great experience!

Fortunately this was one of the
climbs that did not suffer from wet
in the rain, and did not suffer from
heat in the sun. Stuart and Conor
took the hike through the jungle
path early one morning to go and
attempt Circus Oz on Thaiwand
Wall. Unfortunately 2 pitches, and
70 hard meters later the pair had
already consumed their total
supply of water (7liters!) and
unfortunately had to retreat,
leaving the route un-ticked. Figure 16 – Conor enjoying the view from Thaiwand Wall

before retreating due to the heat
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Figure 17 – Climbers on Humanality (a classic multipitch 6b+)
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We had heard many horror stories about the condition of the bolts on the peninsula,
and before travelling it is worth reading up on what to clip and what not to clip as a
combination of acid in the rock and salt from the sea has led to many bolts being
inadequate for even holding body-weight, let alone a fall. Thankfully we mainly
experienced the newly placed titanium glue in bolts which all looked to be in great
condition! These have in the main now replaced stainless steel expansion bolts, and
most stainless steel “glue ins”. The complicated part was en-route when there are
three bolts at every clipping point and knowing which one to clip – however the
orange glue was quickly recognizable after a few routes.

Figure 18 – A view of Dum’s Kitchen from the jungle path between Railay and Tonsai
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The start of our time in Tonsai coincided with low tide being in the middle of the day.
This meant that great climbing at areas such as Dum’s kitchen. Though some of the
tufas felt thin and brittle, the near vertical climbing offered a thin and technical
alternative to the usual juggy and thuggy style which most routes on the peninsula
exhibit.

In the first week of our stay we mainly climbed at the Northern end of the peninsula
(Tonsai), however we ventured to crags at the south end of the peninsula (Railay
end) after the first week. This meant either walking around on sharp rocks at low
tide, or a short hike along a jungle trail. The areas at this side of the peninsula were
often easier, and many beginners were learning to climb. However amongst all this
were some truly classic climbs.

Figure 19 – Impressive climbing at Cat Wall Figure 20 – Strange 3D tufa-beta at Muay Thai Wall

After climbing finished in the evenings we often went to one of the many sea-front
bars. With slacklines and fire poi at most bars there was plenty of entertainment, a
welcome break from a hard days climbing!

Figure 21 – One of many slacklines along the beach Figure 22 – James jamming with Toffee
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Ha Long Bay, Vietnam

Introduction

Rock climbing in Vietnam is not well documented. What ‘established’ climbing there
is lies on Cat Ba Island, some 100 miles east of Hanoi, in the southeast corner of Ha
Long Bay. Here there is a bolted sport climbing crag, ‘Butterfly Valley’, with 55 routes
currently in the guidebook (which is only available on the island). When originally
planning the trip this was the main activity in mind.

However, in September last year I watched a climbing film, Dosage 3. The first
section of the film follows two climbers, Tim Emmett and Klem Loskot, rock climbing
on the towers in the Bay, without ropes or gear, just free above the water. This style
of climbing is known as “deep-water soloing” (DWS). They describe “living on a boat
for days at a time”, and exploring the vast expanse of limestone towers that are
found in the 1,533km2area of Ha Long Bay.

I began a small obsession with the idea of carrying out a trip like this. I envisioned a
similar trip to Tim and Klem’s, a mini expedition to the far corners of the bay,
searching for new, unclimbed rock faces. It would be an incredible adventure. The
location, the style of climbing, the possibility of new routes - amazing. And it proved
quite easy to organise.

There is only one company who deal with rock climbing in Vietnam, they are Asia
Outdoors (www.asiaoutdoors.com.vn). They are based on Cat Ba Island. On the
website they offer guiding services to Butterfly Valley, kayaking trips, trekking, and 1
day DWS trips. I decided to enquire to see if we could organise a multi-day trip,
eating and sleeping on a boat out in the bay.

I was delighted when I received an email saying yes, it would be no problem at all to
organise. After speaking with the rest of the team, we ended up chartering a private
junk boat, with a captain, chef, guide, basket boat (a small boat used to access the
rock faces) and 3 cooked meals a day for £42 per person per day, from the 15th
August until the 23rd of August.

Climbing

13th August – Krabi, Thailand to Hanoi, Vietnam

We left Ao Nang on the 13th August, to Krabi airport where we had our return flight
to Bangkok. We had a tight turnaround between the two airports in Bangkok to
catch our evening flight to Hanoi. It was another hassle free journey. Arriving in
Hanoi late evening, we had a hostel booked in the city center, where we would
spend a night and then catch a bus the next morning to Cat Ba. We met up with two
other Warwick University students, Jasmine and Andrew, who were to spend a
couple of days on the boat with us. It was great to catch up. We enjoyed the night in
Hanoi, wandering round the packed streets, sampling the local street food and
learning some Vietnamese phrases!

http://www.asiaoutdoors.vn/
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14th August – Getting to Cat Ba Island from Hanoi

The next morning we set off to Cat Ba. It takes about 5 hours, and consists of 3 buses
and a ferry. We arrived in Cat Ba town at 4pm. The Asia Outdoors shop is right in the
center of town. Matthew, the owner, was pleased to see us when arrived. We
organized a meeting that evening to go over the plan for the next 9 days which we
would be spending living on the boat. We were all extremely excited for the climbing
ahead. Asia Outdoors occupies the 2nd floor of a 4 story building in which there is
also a cheap, comfortable hotel and restaurant. We stayed the night for £3.30 ($5)
each. That evening we met up with Matthew again and he gave us all the
information he had on climbing in the Bay. This consisted of a map, a guidebook
(with a few routes detailed), a book of tide times, and he introduced us to our guide
- a 22 year old Vietnamese guy called Vu. We were on the 4th trip of its kind, in the
last 10 years there have only been 3 multi day trips out into the Bay. We spent the
rest of the evening playing pool in the bar, relaxing, and trying to contain our
excitement for the trip ahead.

Figure 23 – Map of the Bay

15th August (AM)

We were up early, partly due to the heat and partly because we were keen to get
ourselves organized to get on the boat! We said bye to the guys at Asia Outdoors,
collected Vu, and squeezed ourselves into a minivan to drive round to the dock. On
the way we picked up water - ten 20L containers which would be our drinking water
for the trip. We arrived at the dock and waited for the boat to arrive.
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Figure 24 – Waiting for the boat

We didn’t wait long. The boat arrived and we threw all the bags and water on, met
the captain and chef, and set off into the Bay. It was bigger than we were expecting.
It had a living room area with tables and chairs… and a widescreen TV with a karaoke
system! If there’s one thing we learnt in Vietnam, it’s that karaoke is incredibly
popular! In addition there were two bedrooms to sleep all of us, and a kitchen area
and 3 toilets with showers. There was a top deck too with deck chairs. We spent
most nights up there sleeping under the stars, as it got quite hot in the bedrooms.
The setup we had was absolutely perfect. Vu spoke decent English, and he was to be
our translator for any problems we had.

A nice surprise was that we had kayaks being towed along with us. This meant we
had an alternative to climbing if we were too tired to climb, the tides were too low
for climbing, or if we just wanted to explore some hidden parts of the Bay.

15th August (PM) - 23rd of August, Climbing in Ha Long Bay

We will try and keep the main body of this part of the trip relatively concise,
informative and (hopefully!) engaging. Instead of a day by day account, we will
describe the some of the highlights, adventures, and stories of the 9 day trip.

It would be appropriate at this point to explain the logistics of the expedition and the
logistics of climbing DWS style.

Vu had been the guide for the previous 3 multi-day trips, and had excellent
knowledge of the layout of the Bay, and the climbing areas he had been to
previously. He rarely needed the map, and would tell the captain (who also had a
fantastic sense of direction) where we wanted to go, after we had talked to him
about what kind of climbing we wanted to do.
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Figure 25 – Our Junk Boat

This was our daily routine:

We would wake up around 7 every morning in the area we had been anchored in
over the night, and while we were having breakfast we would move to a new area.
When we arrived at a new area, we would all throw our climbing shoes aboard the
basket boat and explore the surrounding area for climbable looking rock. We would
approach the wall, and check the water depth, the basket boat had a 5m bamboo
pole in its roof. If the pole didn’t touch the bottom, you were good to go!

We would check out the rock faces and look for lines of weakness that would be
climbed. To get onto the rock face the basket boat was expertly maneuvered close
to the wall, and two people would ‘spot’ the climber as they stepped off the boat
onto the wall, and then the boat would move away, leaving the climber on the wall.
At low tides this was often a precarious manoeuvre, as the waves lapped the boat
unpredictably up and down, sometimes causing the climber to be at full stretch to
reach the lowest usable holds. From there, it was all down to the climber. You just
climb. Up, down, left, right, just climbing without the weight of a rope, or harness, or
gear. You either jump, or fall off, so the higher you climb, the more air time you’re
going to get when you part from the rock. For me, it was the best style of climbing
I’ve experienced.

The freedom of movement, and concentration levels required when high above the
water to keep cool and move well on the rock, combined with the adrenaline rush of
flying through the air towards the water after a fall or jump, was incredible.
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Figure 26 – Our basket boat Capitan

Almost every day we would stumble upon cliffs that Vu had never seen before,
which in all likelihood meant that they had never been climbed on before. As a
result, most days we would climb new routes - ‘first ascents’. This was in addition to
climbing in areas Vu had been before and he loved to show us his favourite routes,
and was always on the lookout for new towers he hadn’t climbed on before.

Figure 27 – Andrew and Stuart enjoying what they are seeing!
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Figure 28 – Maybe it’s Vu’s back and Shoulders?

Figure 29 – High on the wall Figure 30 –Taking the plunge!
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Figure 31 – Stu cruising a hard route in Pyramid cave

After our morning session climbing, we would take the basket boat back to the main
junk boat, where lunch would be either being prepared, or ready. From 12 until
around 2 or 3, we would have lunch and relax on the top deck, and an afternoon nap
in the heat of the day was not uncommon. While we were relaxing, we would be
moving to a new area. In the afternoon/evening, we would explore this new area we
were in. After this climbing session, we would return to the junk boat for dinner, a
rubber or two of bridge, and an evening vividly recounting the day’s adventures. In
this fashion, we cruised round a huge amount of the Bay, taking in spectacular
scenery the whole way.
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Figure 32 – A typical lunch – we were extremely well fed

Figure 33 – Relaxing whilst on the move to a new area.
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Figure 34 – An amazing new cliff we found one day

Figure 35 - travelling to a new area after lunch

One night we were hit by an incredible thunderstorm. We were heading back to the
junk boat after an evening’s climbing, and the sky turned dark really quickly. By the
time we were back on the big boat, the thunder was deafening. Then the heavens
opened. The rain was so heavy we all went up top deck with our shampoo and got a
shower! Then the lightning started. Thin, white bolts at first, but after a few minutes,
thick blood red bolts were forking down towards sea level. It lasted about 30
minutes; we just sat on the top deck and watched, it was unlike anything we had
seen before.

Fittingly, the next day we came across an amazing rock feature, a streak of lightning
cutting through the rock (Figure 36).
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Figure 36 – Stuart on Streak of Lightning

Figure 37 – Stuart and Urša paddling in the bay
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Figure 38 – Conor on two of the many new routes climbed on the expedition

Figure 39 – Vu hanging around!

One morning when the tide was too low to climb, we went to a village named Viet
Hai, on one of the islands in the area. We rented bikes and cycled through gorgeous
countryside, it was about 30 minutes to the village from the dock. Another morning
we went sport climbing in the Bay, I climbed an incredible route with Vu, one of my
favourite routes of the whole trip in fact.
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We usually went to sleep early, as getting up early and climbing all day was pretty
tiring in the heat! However, on the final night we stayed up late and had a karaoke
party on the boat with the crew, it was hilarious. The CD had Vietnamese and English
songs, so we were taking it in turns to sing the songs in our own languages. We had a
go at a Vietnamese song, it didn’t go well.

We went kayaking several times, often to get to places inaccessible by boat. Huge
cave systems with low roofs were often entrances to completely deserted lagoons,
but only during at low tide when there was enough headroom to paddle through!

Figure 40 – Conor and James paddling through one of the many cave systems we encountered

We had an incredible time on the boat. It is hard to put the experience into words in
all honesty. Everything about it was magical and adventurous. Ha Long Bay has
always been somewhere I have wanted to visit, and to explore the whole area whilst
rock climbing was an absolute privilege.

The weather in Vietnam was not as bad as Thailand in two ways. Firstly it was not as
humid, and secondly it didn’t rain anywhere near as much. This was great for
climbing, and made a welcome change! One problem we did encounter was jellyfish.
They were out in force during our time in the Bay. Some were the size of dustbins,
others you could barely see. The smaller they were, the more they stung. Before
jumping off the wall, a scan for jellies floating around your drop zone was critical if
you wanted to remain un-stung! Urša was unfortunate enough to land on one when
she fell off a route, but no lasting damage!

We returned to Cat Ba Island on the evening of the 23rd August. The following day
was spent doing not much at all, lots of pool and a walk around the local market was
all we could manage, everyone was exhausted from the trip.
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On the 25th I went climbing at Butterfly Valley with Vu. He had a space on his
motorbike and asked if I wanted to come along, what a silly question! We had a
great day climbing.

Figure 41 – Conor climbing at Butterfly Valley (many thanks to Tien Nguyen for the photos)

That was our final night in Vietnam! We were headed back to Hanoi, and straight on
a night train to China the next day!
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Yangshuo, China

Introduction

The Petzl 2011 promotional video about climbing in the Great Arch in Getu Valley
was one of the main reasons that motivated us to do a climbing trip to China. Getu’s
extreme natural beauty and the superb climbing proved to be a proper treat.

Initially, our plan was to go to Getu first. We were going to enter China on a sleeper
train Hanoi-Nanning, take another 12 hour train to Guiyang, a bus to Ziyun and
another bus to Getu, but our plans did not quite work out as expected.

We got to the train station in Nanning completely exhausted and found out that all
tickets to Guiyang have been booked for two days in advance, so we decided to go
to Guilin and Yangshuo first and from there to Getu.

Figure 42 – At the train station in Nanning

On arriving in Yangshuo we realised that we had no idea where to stay, as we had
only researched hostels in Getu with the intention to researching Yangshuo later on.
After a while walking around searching for a cheap hostel, Conor found a climber’s
hostel called Rock Abond, which was run by one of the best Chinese climbers:
Abond. We ended up paying around £5 a night each for two two-bed rooms with a
bathroom en suite. We were promised the softest beds in town by the receptionist,
and they duly delivered! We stayed in this hostel for the entire time we were in
Yangshuo together, with the exception of Urša eventually moving into an apartment
of her own, as she was intending to stay for a longer period of time.
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Figure 43 – Yangshuo town center

Climbing

On our first climbing day we went to a climbing area called the Egg, which had
climbing on all four faces, thus allowing us to climb there all day if needed. To get
there we decided to rent tandem cycles, which turned out to be a very dangerous
choice if one is not accustomed to Chinese roads. After a few wrong turnings and
some near misses with buses we eventually arrived at the Egg.

Figure 44 – The Egg at sunset
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The climbing on the Egg turned out to be spectacular, but we soon realised that the
difficulty grading in China was harder that what we were used to in Thailand, and
many of us struggled up routes we expected to find easy. Every climb that we did we
would say straight afterwards that it was one of the best of the trip so far, and were
all giddy with excitement as to what Yangshuo was going to offer.

As the locations we had been climbing in so far had been quite remote, we were
excited to check out the town at night, and managed to meet up with some Warwick
University Alumni who would show us around. At first we found Yangshuo to be full
of tourist attractions mainly aimed at Chinese tourists, but after searching around it
was easy to find out the spots that the locals would eat and buy food for the day.
Often breakfast would consist of friend rice at the restaurant across the road from
our hostel, and then we would purchase fruit and baked goods for lunch at the crag.
The guidebook informed us that there were 30 different climbing locations nearby,
with the majority of them all accessible by bike, and only a few where taking a local
bus (costing 30p regardless of distance) was recommended. It is not surprising that
there are so many different locations when one looks at the scenery of the area,
which is an example of karst limestone formations. There is a book that is kept in
one of the local bars where people write down new routes that they have put up, as
there is so much potential for further development that the official guidebook is out
of date as soon as it is published.

Figure 45 – Limestone towers as far as the eye can see

Whilst all of the climbing in Yangshuo is good, there are some of the crags that are
utterly spectacular, and there are three in particular which provided so many routes
of exceptional quality that we went back to them several times during our stay. Our
three favourite locations were Moon hill, Lei Pi Shan (Thunder Mountain) and White
Mountain.
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Figure 46 – Moon Hill main arch, a popular tourist attraction

Moon Hill is an arch at the top of several hundred steps, which meant that just
getting to the rock face was an exhausting task. When finally at the top of the stairs
we were always faced by two old women offering to sell us Coca Cola, who, despite
their old age, had managed to carry ice boxes filled with water, fizzy drinks, and
apparently beer, however none of us were ever in the mood to see whether she
actually had any beer.

Once recovered from the walk-in, we discovered that the climbing was fantastic.
Whilst the climbing under the arch itself was obviously very steep and difficult, the
climbing further to the side was much closer to vertical, and had climbs as easy as
6a. One of the stand out climbs there was called Artemis, which was 25 meters of
large holds on a slight overhang, with the most incredible view behind the climber.
Moon hill is known as being the best hot weather crag, as it is high up above the
other towers, and has a giant hole in the middle, thus allowing for wind to blow
through making it colder than the other crags.
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Figure 47 – Urša climbing at Moon Hill Figure 48 – Spectacular view from The Egg

Lei Pi Shan was one of the furthest crags away from Yangshuo town itself, and as
such we had to take a bus to a village called Gao Tien and then walk another 15
minutes to get there. The crag itself was about 60 metres high, and just off vertical,
meaning that the holds were likely to be a lot smaller to justify the same difficulty
grade as steeper climbing. This suited most of us a lot more than the exceptionally
steep climbing, and as such some of the hardest climbs we did were at this crag. We
were privileged to watch Remi, a local climber climbing routes significantly harder
than anything we will manage for a while, and he would recommend routes to us to
try, and give us advice as to how to climb them. The easiest climbs at this crag were
actually much harder than their grade would suggest, and as such the only climbers
that would climb there were very strong, which would make it a great place to watch
good climbers and learn lessons from them.

As Yangshuo was a busy town, there was a multitude of options for rest day
activities. One that was often chosen was to rent a bicycle and just cycle around
looking at the beautiful scenery. Other than this there were many shops advertising
the kissing fish spa, which is probably a good idea for climbers who are renowned for
having unpleasant hands and feet. There were also many restaurants and bars, the
restaurants selling exceptionally good food, and the bars offering drinks such as
baiju, the local rice wine. There was also a blind masseuse who gave a very painful,
but effective massage, I imagine that she is used to lots of climbers coming in with
aching backs and arms. One quirk of China that we enjoyed was that the Chinese
tourists would often come up to us and ask us for photos, and sometimes they
would even give us young children to hold in a photo. There would be many an
occasion where we would see people trying to take a photo without our knowledge
and just laugh it off, as it was such a common occurrence.
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Figure 49 – Stuart at a kissing fish spa

White Mountain was rumoured to be the best crag in the area, however it was
usually too hot to climb there, as the area trapped heat and there was very rarely a
breeze. When the weather cooled down a bit however, people would go there every
day, as the some of the hardest climbs in the country were at this crag. The rock
itself was spectacular, almost 60 meters high, and 200 meters across, leading there
to be over 50 climbs at this one location. The climbing here covered all styles, with
there being some really steep climbing, as well as vertical face climbing. Conor
managed to send a climb called Yangshuo Hotel, named because half way up the 35
meter climb there is a ledge where the climber can lie down and admire the scenery.
Another stand-out climb here was called the Phoenix, a 7b with highly technical
moves and small holds where one can only hold on with their fingertips. Again
however, we found that the easier rated climbs here were unexpectedly hard, and
there were several times when our egos were checked by climbs we thought we
would find easy. As the crag was so big and had grades to satisfy every climber, there
would often be a large crowd of people there, leading to the crag having an
exceptionally good atmosphere, as everyone would be trying their hardest on climbs
and everyone else cheering them on and giving encouragement, truly one of the
best aspects of climbing.
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Figure 50 - Elliot Climbing at White Mountain
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Getu, China

Introduction

From the information we gathered online it seemed that it was fairly complicated to
get to Getu, but getting to the valley from Yangshuo was actually pretty easy. We
took a 10-hour overnight bus from Guilin to Guiyang in Guizhou province. We were
super excited when we realised it was a sleeper bus with beds, but it turned out that
none of us (except for Elliot) could actually fit in the beds. They were simply too
small for us, so we did not end up getting much sleep. We got to Guiyang at 8 in the
morning and were lucky to catch the 8.30 am 4-hour bus to Ziyun, which is a town
only about a 45 min van ride away from the Getu village. We got to the village at 1
pm, less than 24 hours after we left Yangshuo.

The Getu area is very rural. There are quite a few small villages scattered around the
valley, the one closest to the entry to the Getu Valley National Park being the Getu
village. The scenery is beautiful. The farmers harvesting corn, bathing their water
buffalos or doing some other kind of work on the rice paddies are just some of the
every day sights. Everyone is extremely friendly and helpful. All the crags are within
walking distance, but we almost always managed to catch a ride on the local bus or
hitch and the people would not let us pay them. On the way back from the crags we
kept being invited to have lunch with the locals. It was apparent that the area was
not yet “corrupted” by mass tourism.

Figure 51 – The Getu area. Source: The Petzl Rocktrip 2011 Roadbook

In the Getu village there are actually only two hotels. There is "the official 2011 Petzl
Roc Trip" one with the Petzl sticker on the door, but we stayed in another one just
up the road, which was recommended to us by one of our friends. We assumed that
most climbers stay in the Petzl hotel, but we wanted to make sure that the other
hotel also gets some money.
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Figure 52 – The main street in Getu

Climbing

Olivers Crag

On the first day we went to a crag the closest to the road called Olivier's crag. We
thought it was going to be cloudy, but the sun kept creeping out of the clouds, and it
soon got pretty hot as the crag was south facing. There is a beautiful crack right in
the middle of the cliff called Si (Four), graded 7a, which we all successfully sent even
though in the process of sending it Urša managed to hit a wasp nest and got a few
nasty stings. Elliot onsighted a 7b called San (Three), which was his hardest onsight
up to date, so it was a pretty successful day for everyone.

Figure 53 – Olivier's crag with an impressive 7a crack up the center
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Multipitch Day

On our second day, we all decided to do a multi pitch, Elliot and Conor did one on
the Pussa Yan wall, Stu and Urša paired up with the two Daniels we met in Getu and
did two different multi pitches on the CMDI wall, bolted by the Chinese Mountain
Development Institute.

Figure 54 – On the left CMDI wall, on the right Pussa Yan wall. The multipitches we did are marked red

Urša’s reflections on the multipitch

Dan and I did a 7-pitch 6c+ multi pitch and because we wanted to minimise the rope
work and climbing in the sun (CMDI gets hit by the sun at around 12.30 pm), we
decided to lead two pitches at the time. Climbing the 6a+ and 6b+ pitch on a second
carrying a heavy bag completely destroyed me, but it was my turn to lead the joint
6a+ and 6c+ pitch. Before getting on the multi pitch we thought the hardest pitch
was going to be an overhang, which for us would be easier to climb than a slab. But
the closer I was getting to the crux pitch the less likely it seemed there will be
anything overhanging up there. When I got to the top of the first part of my double
pitch lead, I finally saw it. It wasn't an overhang. It was a slab with a crack. It was
exactly what I needed-a 6c+ slab and crack climb (which I both not exactly excel at)
150 m above the ground on lead. I don't remember last time when I was swearing on
a route as much. There were no footholds and the rope drag towards the top was
getting ridiculous (both pitches together were over 50 m long), which is why I had to
grab a quickdraw to clip at the top, and my onsight glory went down the drain. It was
a proper fight that route and as soon as we got over the hard bit, there was a
massive run out as if someone was trying to test if you really wanted to get up there.
But we did and it was awesome! We got grilled abseiling down in the sun, but it was
worth it!
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Figure 55 – The view from CMDI wall

Stuart’s reflection on the multipitch

Having already been on a long sport climbing trip I was excited as soon as I heard
someone had a trad climbing rack with him! Daniel and I decided to have a chilled
day, deciding there was plenty of time to get up the fairly easy climb. In the guide
book there was one line which was ‘partially bolted’ and up to 6b. To avoid the early
start we got a small and light rack together – after carrying so much water on climbs
before I decided fast and light would be the best option, hoping the stripped back
rack would be enough to see us through.

As the more confident climber I decided that I should take the harder pitches, and
due to the weaving natural line we needed to do short and fast pitches. After the
first two pitches and having placed two bits of natural gear per pitch, we realised
partially bolted meant spaced bolts with little opportunity for natural protection, so
big fall potentials. The climbing soon changed to chimneys and corners, with us
wedging ourselves between two faces, while twisting and shuffling up, until on one
pitch I ended up at the top of a very loose corner, wedged in and throwing loose
rocks out until I found a safe enough hold to move off. After a while grovelling at the
top of this corner, with the last bolt 4m below me and little chance of placing any
other protection I decided that as there were no more bolts above me and I didn’t
like the idea of climbing out of a loose overhung corner I decided to climb onto the
face, where thankfully after a few scary moves higher I found a bolt and the anchor!
Dan seeing the actual line, traversed onto the face at some jugs lower down and
cruised to the belay.

On topping out the climb we decided to hike to the top of the tower for the full 360
degree view. This was one of the most awesome views of my life.
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We then hiked back to the top of the route, and decided for speed that we would
simultaneously abseil down the route. This meant that we had one of us on each end
counterbalancing each other so we could lower off together. This however meant
that we had to stay close, and lower at the same time, and if either of us did
anything wrong the other one would have the same problems. The theory was fine,
but it became exceedingly more difficult and funny as we abseiled through narrow
chimneys and tried to traverse the faces together.

Conor and Elliot’s reflection on the multipitch.

We woke up and set out early in the morning as we wanted to get as much of the
climb done in the shade as possible, as climbing in the sun is an exceptionally
unpleasant experience. The guidebook informed us that there was only one route up
the face of Pussa Yan, “Le Casse-tete Chinois” which had 4 pitches of 6c, and 2
pitches of 7a. However, when we arrived at the face, there were dozens of new
routes bolted, and as it was still early in the morning, the morning mist obscured our
view of the upper face, thus meaning we had to make an educated guess as to which
line of bolts would be the correct ones for the climb we wanted to do. We got lucky
with our choice, and ended up on the right climb.

The first three pitches were all good quality climbs but with nothing that really
makes them stand out in particular. The fourth pitch was the first of the harder
climbs, and started off with a step over a gap in the rock that went almost down to
the ground, which was stressful for Elliot, as he was too short to reach the wall
without having to commit to the motion. The climb itself was nothing short of
spectacular, with giant stalactites stretching down from the rock lending itself to a
truly 3D climbing experience. This and the fifth pitch both had incredible exposure,
as they were both overhanging with over 100m of air being the only thing between
the climber and the ground. The final pitch was not overhanging at all, and was thus
a technical end to the day’s climbing.

After Conor and Elliot had walked down from the climb (easier said than done) we
passed an old couple and their young daughter pushing a heavy cart full of rice up a
muddy hill, so we helped out and were invited in for some food (despite the family
not speaking any English). We were treated to a meal that consisted of rice straight
from the field, chilies and garlic straight from the field, and smoked pork that the
father had butchered himself; it happened to be one of the best meals of the trip.
Afterwards, the daughter was very sad to have Conor leave, as he was helping her
with her English, but we decided to decline their invitation for us to stay there as
accommodation.

Figure 56 – Panorama view from Pussa Yan
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The Great Arch

On our rest days, we did some exploring of the surrounding area. On the first rest
day we went to see the two arches. We were told there were construction works
going on both in front and in the actual big arch, but we did not realise their plans
were so big. Right next to the entrance they are planning on building a huge tourist
complex, a multi-star hotel with a swimming pool and other luxuries. In the actual
arch they are building a walkway and a hanging bridge on the walls about 20 m
above the water and when the project is finished, it will be impressive.

Some think it is all a bit excessive and that the place will lose its charm as soon as the
masses of tourists start coming in, but we think the development is good for the
otherwise relatively poor region. It will help the locals make money once the works
are finished and it currently provides employment for most of the men from the
surrounding villages. In the evening we walked to the Miao village that is located
down the river from the arch. The villagers were preparing for the Full Moon festival
and were trying to put up a pole in the middle of a building shaped like an
amphitheatre and everyone helped. The girls, the men, the grannies and the kids,
everyone was there helping or observing.

The climbing in the upper arch is good, but quite a few climbs are covered in dust or
bat guano. We were really excited to try some of the routes bolted by the famous
climber Dani Andrada and to see the hardest multi-pitch in the world, “Corazon de
Ensueño”. Elliot and Conor tried Andrada’s route called “Five Times Sta Linya”, a
beautiful 7a+, which Elliot onsighted. Climbing on the right side of the arch was
mostly made impossible by the construction works, but we still manage to climb a
few routes there, including a superb 7a called “la Patate Douce”.

Figure 57 – Locals in the Miao village Figure 58 – The two arches
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Figure 59 – Conor on "la Patate Douce" Figure 60 – The view from the inside of the upper arch

Even for non-climbers the upper arch is a beautiful sight to visit. You can walk all the
way to the other side to an area called the Dream Valley, a virgin valley which is not
accessible for tourists (you would have to rappel down to get to it), but there are
walls on both sides and we imagine the potential for climbing there is incredible.

On the penultimate day in Getu, Elliot and Conor decided to do another multi-pitch
route, a super classic “Brazilian Fuse”, with the hardest pitch graded 7b, a grade that
was harder than either had ever climbed before coming to China. The climb took a
line straight up the right hand side of the Great Arch, and the upper reaches of the
climb gave access to some of the most spectacular scenery on the trip.

All of the pitches went relatively smoothly, with only a single fall on the second 7a+
pitch. The final pitch was a different story however, where Elliot was unable to find
the correct path, and thus spent a while trying to figure out how to continue. Once
they had both bypassed the final climb, the guidebook had instructed to walk along
the top of the cliff, and then abseil down another climb nearby, as it was not as
steep and thus easier to descend. However it had clearly been a while since anyone
had done that climb, and the vegetation had grown out of control, leading to it being
impossible to safely find the descent. Conor and Elliot were forced to retreat back
down the climb they had just done, however it being so steep they had to clip the
rope back into the rock so that they didn’t just abseil into thin air and get stuck
hanging away from the cliff. This whole process took a lot longer than expected, and
had to be completed in the dark using head torches. Upon reaching the ground we
had to walk down the hundreds of stairs that have to be climbed to reach the arch,
and by the time we reached the river that blocks the way to the village, the boatman
had gone home. This meant that we had to hide Elliot’s bag in a tree, and swim
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across the river in the middle of the night, with nothing but moonlight to light the
way. Whilst this was quite a worrying experience at the time, it was truly spectacular
looking back on it, and it was totally worth the difficulty of getting down to
experience it.

Getu was the last area where all four of us spent climbing together. Conor and Stuart
were heading to Hong Kong to catch their flight back to the UK for the start of the
university term, and Urša and Elliot went back to Yangshuo, where they were
intending to spend a few more weeks climbing.
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Analysis

Benefits to the Community

On the 7th November, Conor and Stuart gave a 2 hour presentation about the trip to
45 people, many of who were from the Climbing Club at Warwick. After the
presentation, many people approached us saying how much they took away from
the talk, and how inspired they were to try and organise a trip themselves in the
future.

We hope that through the presentation and the report, we have made it possible for
others to see how simple it really is to travel and climb in Asia, and inspired others to
do so. By purchasing guidebooks in the areas that we visited, money is put towards
further developing the climbing in the region, thus increasing the likelihood that
foreigners will be attracted to the area.

Reflections on the Trip

Conor

I would like to take this opportunity to thank the Lord Rootes Memorial Fund for
giving me the chance to go rock climbing in some of the most incredible climbing
destinations in the world. For me the trip confirmed to me all that is special about
rock climbing. When travelling normally, one goes to various places without a real
goal or objective in mind. Going on a climbing trip, there is a specific objective – to
climb. The daily routine on a climbing trip is so simple. Wake up, eat, go climbing,
eat, and go to sleep. I would get up on a morning knowing the only goal for the day
was to climb some rock, inherently a completely pointless activity, but one which is
in fact deeply rewarding and satisfying. It is an activity where there is endless room
for improvement, and a standardized grading system means that wherever in the
world you are climbing, the difficulty of a particular route is quantifiable, and as a
result one can strive to improve over time. You return from a climbing trip not only
with the memories, new friendships and stories gained from a normal trip, but with
achievements in the form of the routes you have climbed. It’s just more memorable.

The trip itself was a complete success. It was in essence 4 individual climbing trips,
linked together in succession. Each location had a different character and I look back
on each of them fondly. It’s hard to pick out one specific highlight from the trip;
however, if I had to choose one, it would be the expedition in Ha Long Bay, Vietnam.
Thinking about that part of the trip, it is hard to imagine anything in life as enjoyable
and fulfilling as those days spent on the boat. I can still recall every movement from
some of the climbs in Vietnam, the climbing was immensely engaging.

I climbed on 49 of the 65 days I was away. The other 16 days were spent either
travelling or resting after climbing intensively. Climbing almost every day for an
extended period of time has benefited my climbing massively. I climbed my most
difficult routes to date on the trip, meeting the targets I set myself before leaving in
July, and feel my strength and technique is considerably higher now than it was
before the trip.
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Back in England, undergoing my final year at Warwick, I am excited about life and
the future adventures it will bring.

Elliot

In terms of how the trip benefitted my climbing, it is hard to think of anything else
that has led to such a drastic increase in skill level for me, in not only how much it
has benefitted my endurance, but also the boost to my confidence in my ability to
climb well under pressure. I now know that when I feel tired I can still push on until a
rest, but also I am a lot less intimidated by outdoor climbing in general. Besides
climbing, I feel that the trip has improved my confidence to deal with difficult
situations in which a clear head is needed, especially as there were times when there
would be no one around that could speak English. I feel that it is not even a question
worth entertaining whether I will return to some of these locations in the future, as
they have taught me so much, yet I feel I have barely even broken the surface. I feel
exceptionally privileged to have had an opportunity to visit places at such a young
age when they can have such a great effect on the rest of my life.

Stuart

Travelling around Asia has broadened my view of the world. Having met many
interesting people from all around the world, climbing offered a perfect gateway to
meet exciting people. The climbing was incredible but the opportunity to be in such
awe inspiring environment meant that regardless of performance I was in a
permanent state of excitement. The trip has opened up more opportunities and
instilled new ideas of places to visit.

For my climbing it has introduced me to a totally new style of climbing and while I
thoroughly enjoyed the trip it has motivated me to begin training for my preferred
style of climbing (bouldering due to its convenience), while continuing easy trad and
winter climbing to enjoy the mountains. Due to the trip I am now focusing on long
boulder problems and in the future I hope to return to sport climbing.

Urša

For me this expedition was as much a climbing experience as a cultural one. Getting
to know the different local cultures as well as learning how to climb on different
types of limestone rock was an overwhelming experience. China, where most of our
expedition was conducted, and where I spent two more months after our original
trip had finished, made a particularly strong impression on me. I started learning
Chinese and I think this was what really helped me get involved with the local culture
better. I found being able to have a conversation with the locals, even if only a very
basic one, incredibly rewarding and I greatly enjoyed practicing my climbing skills in
the local shops and restaurants. I decided that when I come back home I will
continue learning Chinese and expand my knowledge also in Chinese writing. When
it comes to climbing, it is incredible by how much I have progressed. Before this trip
the hardest grade I ever climbed outdoors was 6c/7a. By the end of the trip I
managed to successfully climb a 7b+. It wasn’t my strength that improved that much,
it was my endurance, my technique and mostly my mental fitness that caused such
an increase in the grades. Before the trip I was generally pretty scared of falling, but
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being able to climb almost every day helped me get over that fear and taught me
how to stay focused in situations in which I would have normally panicked. These are
skills that are valuable in life in general and I am very grateful to the Lord Rootes
Committee that they helped me gain them through their support of our project.

Conclusion

In terms of the objectives, the trip was a success as every member of the group
managed to climb harder routes than they ever had been able to previously. There
were setbacks experienced on multiple occasions, such as the unexpected bad
weather in Thailand, and the lack of train tickets to Getu. However, both of these
issues were dealt with at the time, by finding areas in Tonsai where bad weather was
less of an issue, and by altering our whole schedule in China by taking a train to
Yangshuo instead of Getu.

We would like to think that we have achieved our goals of documenting these areas
and encouraging others to travel to them, in the form of this report, our climbing
blogs, and the presentation held on the 7th November.

We would like to thank the Lord Rootes Memorial Fund for granting us all this life
changing experience.
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Appendices

Appendix 1: Financial Report

Proposed Budget

Costs are per person. Prices are correct at time of enquiry. Some prices use
conversion rates correct at time of enquiry.

Travel

Transport Type Transport Cost
Flight London to Bangkok (Return) £602.00
Flight Bangkok to Krabi (Return) £65.00
Flight Bangkok to Hanoi £55.00
Train + Bus Hanoi to Nanning to Yangshuo £16.00
Bus + Train Yangshuo to Nanning to Hong Kong £30.00
Flight Hong Kong to Bangkok £63.00

Total £831.00

Visas (For UK Citizens)

Country Cost
Thailand £0.00
Vietnam £38.73
China £36.00

Total £74.73

Living Costs

Expense Cost Comments
Food and Drink £392.00 £7 per day for 52 days
Accommodation £280.00 £5 per night for 52 nights

Total £672.00

Other

Expense Cost
Travel and Climbing Insurance £164.00

Total £164.00

Total Budget

Total cost: £1745.73 per person
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Actual Expenditure (Conor)

Type Details Cost (GBP, rounded to
the nearest £1)

Flights London - Bangkok (return) 693
Flights Bangkok - Krabi (return) 95
Flights Bangkok - Hanoi 75
Flights Hong Kong - Bangkok 103
Insurance BMC Climbing and travel insurance 192
Expedition in Ha Long
Bay, Vietnam

Boat Trip - 9 days 380

Visa Chinese Visa 84
Cash Withdrawals* All food, accommodation, Vietnamese

Visa**, trains/buses in China
1028

Total Cost: £2650
*Living expenses have been compiled into one lump sum as tallying up individual daily costs would take up
several sides of A4, and not really be of any interest. We ate at food stalls and cheap ‘restaurants’ for every meal
on the trip, as we were never in accommodation with cooking facilities. Accommodation ranged from £2-£10 per
night, and meals from £0.50-£7. Bottled water cost somewhere in the region of £80 for the whole trip.
**Vietnamese Visa paid on arrival, not beforehand.

£905 over budget. Several factors explain this:

The flights and trains cost £261 more than we budgeted for (prices increased over
the months between writing the application and buying the tickets).

The trip lasted 65 days, instead of the planned 52. An extra 13 days using the original
budget as an estimate comes to £169 extra.

We decided to organise a 9 day trip in Ha Long Bay exploring the area, as detailed in
the report. This cost £42 per day each, so a total of [(42-13)*9] = £261 extra.

Travel and climbing insurance cost an extra £28.

The Chinese visa was more expensive - a £50 administration charge was applied,
which we were not aware of at the time of writing the original budget!

This totals £769.

The extra £136 simply comes from living costs which were higher than expected,
Yangshuo in particular was quite costly. 3 days in Hong Kong were also very
expensive in comparison to the rest of the trip ~£35 a day was the cost.

The big difference between the two budgets is partly due to the trip not being fully
planned out when we wrote the application. We did a lot of planning before the
application, and a lot afterwards too, and we made some changes, for example,
deciding to organize the boat trip, and deciding to make a trip to Getu. It was partly
due to the increase in flights etc too. The total cost was £40.76 per day including all
expenditure.

We would like to thank the Lord Rootes Memorial Fund for the funding we received.
In effect the £750 per person we generously received was spent on our return flights
which allowed us access to the spectacular areas we visited on the trip, with each
team member funding their own living expenses, and the necessities such as
insurance and visas.
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